Iwatsu NE-DMGW

General Information

Product Identifier: NE-DMGW
Brand Name: Iwatsu
Product Version: 1.01
Z-Wave Certification #: ZC08-1411002

Z-Wave Product Information

Supports Z-Wave Beaming Technology?: Yes
Supports Z-Wave Network Security?: Yes
Supports Z-Wave AES-128 Security S0?: No
Supports Security S2?: No
SmartStart Compatible?: No

Z-Wave Technical Information

Z-Wave Frequency: Japan
Z-Wave Product ID: 0x0000
Z-Wave Product Type: 0x8000
Z-Wave Hardware Platform: ZM4101
Z-Wave Development Kit Version: 6.11.00
Z-Wave Library Type: Static Controller, No SUC, No Repeater
Z-Wave Device Class: /

Supported Command Classes (12):

- Command Class Association
- Command Class Basic
- Command Class Battery
- Command Class Configuration
- Command Class Manufacturer Proprietary
- Command Class Manufacturer Specific
- Command Class Powerlevel
- Command Class Sensor Binary
- Command Class Sensor Multilevel V5
- Command Class Switch Multilevel V2
- Command Class Version
- NOP
Controlled Command Classes (14):

- Command Class Association
- Command Class Basic
- Command Class Battery
- Command Class Configuration
- Command Class Manufacturer Proprietary
- Command Class Manufacturer Specific
- Command Class Powerlevel
- Command Class Sensor Binary
- Command Class Sensor Multilevel
- Command Class Sensor Multilevel V5
- Command Class Switch Multilevel
- Command Class Switch Multilevel V2
- Command Class Version
- NOP